STEM is all the talk in schools and with parents but add in the beauty of art and you have the up and coming STEAM. The Young
Scienĕsts Club leaps into summer with their Science‐Art Fusion Series six themed kits. Science is a ton of fun and proving that
with kids can be done with educaĕonal experiments that they get to do themselves.
For the past 17 years, The Young Scienĕsts Club has put their focus on playful experiments for children. Their brand new
Science‐Art Fusion Series uses Bubbles, Crystals, Sculptures, Space, Explosions and Rainbows for boys and girls to be inspired to
create, while learning basic scienĕﬁc principles. Every themed kit boasts components for creaĕng 10 diﬀerent experiments. The
customized art/science tray keeps all the experiment elements safe in one spot (and not on the kitchen table or ﬂoor!) Young
Scienĕsts are encouraged to take a photo as each experiment is completed (perhaps wearing a white lab coat?) and then tape
the picture on the spot on the poster. When done, a bragging‐rights‐worthy poster is ready for hanging on a cherished wall.

What I absolutely LOVE about these kits is the fact so much is included….the only things you need are items you most likely have
around the house already. Big Sis has a special love for space and had a unit about it recently in school so we dove into that kit
ﬁrst. She is 7.5 and ﬁnally able to read the instrucĕons out loud all on her own. I am there strictly for parental supervision.
It would literally take you hours to complete just one kit so it is really worth it for each and every one. I am one of those moms
that love being hands on and encouraging learning but I NEED these kits to help me guide her through it. The hard work is
already done for you and all that is le├ is the fun. Here she is working with orbits and constellaĕons.
Young Scienĕsts, with their parents’ permission, are encouraged to visit the Young Scienĕsts Science‐Fusion Art Gallery online
and post their favorite moments in 2016 of making STEAM at home! These would be extra fabulous for those long summer days.
These six new kits really do combine art & science into fun STEAM learning!
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